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       Myanmar is a nation obsessed with rice. Its people eat an average of 155 kilograms 
a year, according to a 2016 survey by the country’s rice federation and Yezin Agri-
cultural University, ensuring Myanmar has one of the world’s highest rates of rice 
consumption. For half a century, successive leaders anchored agriculture policies 

on rice. The government used loans, infrastructure, and services to push farmers to grow it and 
people to eat it, so rice is now woven into the fabric of daily life. Read more...

       Cambodia exported 95,066 metric tons of milled rice to China in the first four 
months of 2019, a 66-percent increase over the same period last year, showed an 
official report released on Thursday. China is still the top buyer of Cambodian rice 
during the January-April period this year, said the report of the Secretariat of One 

Window Service for Rice Export, adding that export to China accounted for 44.5 percent of the 
country’s total rice export. Read more...

       The European Court of Justice has yet to make a pronouncement regarding a law-
suit filed by the Cambodia Rice Federation in April against the European Union’s 
decision to impose tariffs on Cambodian Indica rice. The information was revealed 
during a CRF meeting Friday chaired by president Sok Puthivuth. Read more...

       The Ministry of Commerce has maintained its rice export forecast because it 
believes that the trade war between the United States and China does not affect the 
demand for rice and the El Nio phenomenon that affects many countries is likely to 
increase Thai rice prices. From discussions with farmers, it was found that farm-

ers are satisfied with rice prices. Every government has placed importance on rice because it is 
the main agricultural product of the country and Thailand has about four million rice farming 
households. Read more...

       “Cambodia differentiates itself by not using chemical fertilizers 
and pesticides. There is strong demand for milled rice without 
chemicals,” Mr Hun Sen said.

The premier urged farmers to use natural fertilizers, arguing that the lack of chemicals in the 
country’s produce is a “strong point”. He added that over-reliance on chemical fertilizers and 
pesticides leads to food safety concerns. Read more...

       Accounting for 35.9 percent of the market share, the Philippines was the largest 
importer of Vietnamese rice in the first four months of the year. Vietnam shipped 
814,500 tonnes of rice to the country for 320.5 million USD, up 4.4 times in vol-
ume and 3.9 times in value from the same time in 2018. Read more...

       Many of Việt Nam’s agricultural products – especially rice, vegetables and cassava 
– have faced barriers preventing their export to China, according to the Ministry of 
Agriculture and Rural Development. The ministry’s Agricultural Product Process-
ing and Market Development Department said cassava is the latest export from 

Việt Nam to China to face strict controls on labelling, packaging and information as well as a 
tightening of import procedures at border gates. Read more...

       China is the biggest buyer of Cambodian rice during the January-March period 
this year, said the report of the Secretariat of One Window Service for Rice Export, 
adding that export to China accounted for 44 percent of the country’s total rice 
export. According to the report, the Southeast Asian country exported a total of 

170,821 tons of milled rice in the first three months of this year, up 6 percent over the same 
period last year. Read more...

       Cambodia exported 112,486 tons of milled rice in the first two months of 2019, 
an increase of 1.9 percent over the same period last year, according to an official 
report on Friday. China is the biggest buyer of Cambodia rice, said the report from 
the Secretariat of One Window Service for Rice Export. Read more...

By 2025, using good agricultural planning and in cooperation with industry part-
ners, the Lao ministry says all Lao citizens will have a daily minimum intake of 
2,600 kilocalories. Each year, the Lao ministry plans for a national yield of at least 
five million tons of paddy rice, of which 30 percent is non-glutinous. Read more...

Strategic combinations of phosphorous and water management can 
contribute to the intensification of rice production in phosphorous 
deficient lowlands in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA).

       Việt Nam was looking for measures to expand rice exports to China after witness-
ing a fall in export volume to the market since 2018. Đỗ Hà Nam, deputy chairman 
of the Việt Nam Food Association, said at a conference about rice trade between 
Việt Nam and China in HCM City on Monday that Vietnamese exporters were 

struggling to access the Chinese market despite China’s massive demand for rice. Read more...

       Rice export prices in top exporter India fell for a fifth consecutive week on low 
demand and domestic currency weakness, while traders in Vietnam looked for 
prospective deals from China and Egypt. India’s 5 percent broken parboiled variety 
was quoted around $371-$374 per tonne this week, down from last week’s $373-

$376. Read more...

       Thai media quoted the Minister of Commerce Chutima Bunyapraphasara as saying 
that the convention will be held from May 27-29 with the participation of 800 
delegates, 300 of whom are key players from the world and 500 are farmers and 
entrepreneurs from across Thailand.  Read more...

       Rice prices have fallen to a nearly three-year low impacted by downturn in paddy 
prices at the farmers’ level in the wake of good harvest as well as higher private and 
public stocks of the grain. The average retail price of coarse rice, consumed mainly 
by the low-income group, was Tk 33 per kg in city markets yesterday, down 24 per-

cent from a year ago, according to the Department of Agricultural Marketing (DAM).  Read more...

       Rice is a water loving cereal. It takes about 3,000 to 5,000 litres of water to produce 
one kilogram of rice. 93.6 per cent of fresh water in Pakistan is consumed by agri-
culture of which rice accounts for 35pc. Read more...

       The special encapsulation technology contained in Seltima ensures a controlled 
release of its powerful active ingredient directly on the plant leaf surface. This 
allows farmers to benefit from strong, long-lasting control of rice blast disease and 
improved plant health, while preserving the health of the aquatic environment. 

Read more...

       The center has set a target of 300 kg yield per mu (one mu is equivalent to 666 
square meters). Meanwhile, researchers will study which rice types are suitable for 
which areas and which saline-alkali land needs to be ameliorated. Rice is a staple 
food in China, as well as many other Asian countries. China has about 100 million 

hectares of saline-alkali soil, of which about one fifth could be ameliorated to arable soil.Read more...

       In what would be a major breakthrough in agri-food biotechnology, the Golden 
Rice is inching closer to reality .Read more...
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       នៅព រ្ឹកថ្ងៃទី២១ ខែឧសភា ឆ្នា ២ំ០១៩ នោក មូល សារទិ្ី អគ្គនលខាធិការនិងជា
តំណាងឯកឧត្តមព្រធានសហ្ន័្ពសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា និងសមាជិកនោងមា៉ា សពុីនចំនួន៤០ 
បានចូលរមួព្រជពុំ្ិភាកសា ស្តី្ី ្រច្ពុ្រ្បននាភា្នលើ្រញី្នោងមា៉ា សពុីន៤០ខែលបានជា្រ់
ការវាយតថមលៃ្ីអគ្គនាយកដ្ឋា នកសិកម្ម និងពតរូវបានន្ញើ្រញី្នៅកានព់ករុមអធិការកិច្
ចិនជានលើកទី២តាងំ្ីឆ្នា ២ំ០១៧ នពកាមអធិ្រតីភា្ឯកឧត្តម ងិន ឆ្យ អគ្គនាយក 
ថនអគ្គនាយកដ្ឋា នកសិកម្ម នដ្យមានការចូលរមួ្ីតំណាងពកសួងពាណិជ្កម្ម។

       សហ្ន័្ពសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា បានទទួលជួ្រជាមយួពករុមការងារអនាកវភិាគនសែឋាកិច្
ថនធនាគារជាតិកម្ពុជា នែើម្បខីចករខំលកនូវ្ត័ម៌ានស្តី្រច្ពុ្រ្បននាភា្ និង្រញ្ហា ព្រឈម
នានានៅកនាពុងវស័ិយពសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា ្ ិនសសពាក់្ ន័្នរឹងខ្នាកហិរញ្ញ វត្ពុ អពតាការពបាក ់
ឃ្លៃ ងំស្តពុក និងឡសមងៃួតជានែើម កនាពុងការ្្តល់កម្ជីួយ�ែល់វស័ិយពសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា។
្រនាទា ្រ់្ ីខចករខំលកនូវ្ត័ម៌ានសំខាន់ៗ  នោក មូល សារទិ្ី អគ្គនលខាធិការសហ្ន័្ 
បានសំណូម្រែល់ធនាគារជាតិជួយ�្ិនិត្យ និងជពមរុញនោយែំនណើ ការធនាគារអភិ
វឌ្ឍនជ៍ន្រទនិងកសិកម្ម ខែលសនម្តចអគ្គមហានសនា្រតីនតនជានាយករែឋាមនន្តីកម្ពុ
ជា បានព្រកាស្រនង្កើតនិង្រខន្មទពុនសរពុ្រព្រមាណ៥០ោនែពុោលៃ  កាល្ីថ្ងៃទី២៩ 
ខែមនិា ឆ្នា ២ំ០១៩ នដ្យនធវើយ៉ា ងណានោយទពុនទាងំននាះបានជួយ�ែល់ភាគីពាក់
នរឹងពសរូវអង្ករ ្ិនសសសហគមនក៍សិកម្ម។

          នៅកនាពុងឱកាសននាះនោកពសី បានជពមា្រជូន្ីនគាល្រំណងមកននះនដ្យ
នយងតាមសំនណើ រ្រស់ពកសួងកសិកម្ម រពុកាខា ព្រមាញ់ និងននសាទ បាននសនាើនោយIRRI
សិកសា្ី្រញ្ហា ព្រឈម និងែំនណាះពសាយនៅកនាពុងខែសែសងាវ ក់្ លិតកម្មពសរូវអង្ករ និង
្លិតកម្ម្ូជ។   នោកអគ្គនលខាធិការសហ្ន័្ពសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជាបានខចករខំលកនូវ្រទ
្ិនសាធនសំ៍ខាន់ៗ  សមទិ្្លនានារ្រស់សហ្ន័្ និងពបា្រ់្ ី្រញ្ហា ព្រឈមធំៗ
និងនសនាើជាែំនណាះពសាយ ខែលនៅមនិទានោ់ចជួយ�បានលពុះពតាខតមានការចូល
រមួសហការ្ីពគ្រព់កសួងស្ា្រន័ពាក់្ ន័្សំខាន់ៗ  នែើម្បនីោយពករុមការងារIRRI 
គាតយ់កនៅសិកសាលម្តិ និងនរៀ្រចំគនពមាងកនាពុងការចូលរមួជួយ�ែល់វស័ិយពសរូវអង្ករ។

ស្តងព់សរូវអង្កររសហការនរៀ្រចំនដ្យសហ្ន័្ពសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា និង ពករុមហ៊ពុនបាយន័សឺនរៀល 

ថ្ងៃទី៦-៩ មិ្ ពុនា ២០១៩ នៅពករុងតាន ្្ម  នែត្តកណា្ត ល

    នៅព រ្ឹកថ្ងៃទី៧ ខែមិ្ ពុនា ឆ្នា ២ំ០១៩ ពករុមការងារទី៩ ខ្នាកឯកជន-ខ្នាកពសរូវអង្ករ បានន្រើកកិច្ព្រជពុំនពកាមអធិ្រតីភាែែ៏្ងែ់្ស់រ្រស់ឯកឧត្តម សពុខ ពពុទ្ធធិវពុធ 
សហព្រធានពករុមការងារ នែើម្ប្ីរន្ត្ិភាកសានៅនលើ«្រញ្ហា ការដ្ក់្ ន្រ្រស់អឺរ ៉ាពុ្រនលើការនាចូំលអង្ករ្ីកម្ពុជា ឬ EU Safeguard»។

       នៅកនាពុងកិច្ព្រជពុំននះឯកឧត្តមសហព្រធានពករុមការងារ បានជពមា្រជូនអង្គព្រជពុំថា នយងតាមនសចក្តីសនពមចរ្រស់អង្គព្រជពុំពករុមព្ររឹកសាភបិាលសហ្ន័្ពសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា
កាល្ីថ្ងៃទី៨ ខែនមសា ឆ្នា ២ំ០១៩ សហ្ន័្ពសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជាបានដ្កព់ាក្យ្រណ្តរឹ ងនៅកានត់ពុោការអឺរ ៉ាពុ្ររចួនៅនហើយ នដ្យន្លនវោថនការ្រ្តរឹងននះបានកំណតឱ់្យដ្កព់ាក្យ
មនិឱ្យនលើស្ីថ្ងៃទី១០ ខែនមសា ឆ្នា ២ំ០១៩។

        ្រនាទា ្រ់្ ីបាន្ិភាកសាគានា យ៉ា ង ព្ុស ព្ុលរចួមក សមាជិកអង្គព្រជពុំទាងំអស់បាន្្តល់មតិឯកភា្ទាងំពសរុងនិងបាននលើកថែគាពំទ១០០% នលើការដ្កព់ាក្យ្រណ្តរឹ ងនៅ
កានត់ពុោការអឺរ ៉ាពុ្រករណី «ការដ្ក់្ ន្រ្រស់អឺរ ៉ាពុ្រនលើការនាចូំលអង្ករ្ីកម្ពុជា ឬ EU Safeguardននះ» ព្មទាងំអង្គព្រជពុំនសនាើសពុំជពមរុញឱ្យមានការគាពំទ្ីពកសួងពាណិជ្កម្ម
កម្ពុជា និងនលើកយកករណីននះនៅតវា៉ា តាមរយៈអង្គការពាណិជ្កម្ម្ិភ្នោក(WTO) ខ្មនទៀត្ង៕

្រច្ពុ្រ្បននាភា្នលើ្រញី្នោងមា៉ា សពុីន ៤០
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ជំជួ្រជាមយួពករុមការងារអនាកវភិាគនសែឋាកិច្ថនធនាគារជាតិ

ជំជួ្រ្ិភាកសាជាមយួនោកពសី Laingo កពុងស៊ពុលតងគ់នពមាង IRRI 
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